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Why Some People Fail In Spiritual Satanism 
 

Some people fail on this path for the reason of deluded mind. Some people have developed a 

self identity around themselves based on false information and emotional imprints to the level 

that their false sense of self are too challenged when they are confronted with the nature of 

reality. In their condemnation of Truth they simply project their own deluded mind onto the path 

and those on it. They are threatened and need to attack. 
 

These types when they seek out something they are simply seeking bias conformation that does 

not challenge their own deluded mind and this is how they approach Satanism and they end up 

going nowhere. They are not serious people and are just looking for a pseudo metaphysical 

form of consumerism for their weak sense of self. In time they will constantly change their path 

like a person changes socks. They are weak, selfish and cowardly and too undisciplined to 

commit to anything. Don't allow their weakness and complaints to effect you. Misery loves 

company.  
 

The other reason people fail is they are not disciplined enough to maintain a daily practice of 

power meditations. 

Follow the Slothz search engine to: 
http://www.kabbalahexposed.com 

http://www.joyofsatan.com 
http://www.exposingchristianity.com 

 

Re: Why Some People Fail In Satanism 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Oct 20, 2017 11:13 pm 

So hol up amigo, whitey, does that mean that if I am not a trillionaire yet, it's not Satan's fault? 

Why don't the Gods make me into a God cause I am a fucking lazy scum? I mean clearly I was 

someone extremely important like the emperor of the galaxy in my past life, and now I suck in 

general.  
 

This must be Satan that is for sure. Cause I dedicated to Satan 1 month ago and in the JoS it 

writes somewhere, I do not remember where cause probably I just invented this out of my ass, 

that Satan will take responsibility for all my shit like I am a little kid all the time. While of course 

doing all my favors for my life.  
 

And I can blame the Gods for everything of course. Why is the JoS focusing on Hitler? Hitler 

was important, ok, but now I was the emperor of the Galaxy. And please do not say I am an 

attention whore cause I am not, ok? I am more important so hear me now. I have done so 

much.  
 

Like, I did an RTR three years ago. Then the gods failed on tehir end of the bargain to make me 
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a multi-trillionaire by the night of friday which was agreed (I can communicate with them 100% 

not like you the deluded ones) and they failed.  
 

What is wrong with my life? 
 

It was only half of it, this RTR I did. Cause I am too strong and I attract too many enemies when 

I try to do RTR.. Then I went into a bargain with the Gods because who are they to get my help? 

and who are all of you here to listen to my long despair? But I make a favor to you to write you 

something very important. 
 

Also, why do you try to moderate my posts? Are ye censoring Prince Judeaus Maximum 

Infernus 666x2, yet again? The Gods whom are my own friends and servants will get to you! 

Also, everyone here doesn't know their shit! You don't need to meditate, you need to worship 

me, Prince Kabbalisticus Judeaus Maximus Infernus 666x2, in order to be saved. 

 

Now I am going to make a website and complain about how bad this priesthood is! BYE!! 
 

YOUR LOSS FOR NOT HAVING ME AROUND! 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 

 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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Then who better to listen to..... The advice of the members who are still counted in the ranks 

despite the years and are increasing in evolution of their being. Or the chaff that fell away. How 

about listening to the Clergy and the long term members we are the People who want you to 

succeed and work for this success. 
 

It is possible to fail on this path. And there are many people and forces who are working to 

make that failure happen. Let that fact sink in. 
 

 

Neoma Isaora wrote:I wasn't sure of posting this...I feel this is quite harsh. There are many new 

people out there well intentioned that still seriously lack knowledge and power. And honestly I am part 

of that. It has been only 6 months dedicating for me with serious emotional ups and downs. 
This topic gave me the impression that dealing with fools and infiltrators for years may have caused 

some people to become a little bit.. cold] to actual human suffering ? 
Now I know people here and especially the clergy and other veterans are very dedicated to our cause. 
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That's not in question at all. 
And don't get me wrong I also like some sarcasm from time to time, but not when it is directed to our 

own people. 
And how will some people who are not dedicated yet, or just dedicated and haven't seen how people 

are around feel when they read this kind of topic ? I doubt they will feel very comfortable... 
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